
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     

     
 

 
 

Individual rights request 
We’ve designed this form to help you send the PSR an individual rights request under the 
UK General Data Protection Regulation (UK GDPR) (which is implemented through the 
Data Protection Act 2018). 

You don’t have to complete this form, but the information we ask for will help us confirm 
your identity and respond. 

How would you describe your relationship with the PSR? 

I worked or work in an entity regulated under FSBRA or any other relevant legislation 

I am an employee or former employee of the PSR (FCA) 

I am a consumer 

I’d rather not say 

Other (you can tell us more in another part of the form) 

What would you like to do? 
Tell us what you would like to do. 

I would like to know what personal data the PSR processes about me 

I would like the PSR to update/rectify records held about me 

I would like the PSR to delete or stop using my personal data 

Your details 
Please provide the following information to help us identify your data. 

Full name 

Date of birth 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone number 

Email* 



 

 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

   
 

 
 

How would you like your response sent to you? 

A paper copy in the post 

An electronic copy via email 
Please note, if the response is exceptionally large and your preferred method is email, 
we may contact you to discuss the options available. 

Proof of ID 
We won’t be able to deal with your request until you provide a valid form of ID. This must be 
a copy of your passport, driving licence, birth certificate or similar document that confirms your 
identity. Please let us know how you will send us your proof of ID. 

A paper copy in the post 
Please post to: Information Disclosure Team, PSR, 12 Endeavour Square, London E20 1JN 

An electronic copy via email 
Please email: psrfoi@psr.org.uk 

Your request 
Tell us more about your request. For example, describe the nature of the information you are 
seeking, relevant time periods, specific documents or a business area or name of an individual 
who may have created or have access to the information. 

Send your completed form to: 

Email psrfoi@psr.org.uk 

Post Information Disclosure Team 
Payment Systems Regulator 
12 Endeavour Square 
Stratford 
London E20 1JN 
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